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Extraordinary announcement 

 
New CEO at OTP Garancia Insurance Ltd. 

 
 
OTP Bank Plc., OTP Garancia Insurance Ltd. and Groupama SA announce that Dr. László 
Utassy resigned from his position as CEO of OTP Garancia Insurance Ltd. on 30 June 2008. 
Mr. Utassy’s resignation is based on mutual agreement with the OTP Group. He will continue 
his professional career at OTP Bank. The management of OTP Group expresses its thanks 
to Mr. Utassy for his efforts representing an important contribution to building one of the most 
successful bancassurance models in Central Eastern Europe. 
 
OTP Bank nominates Mr. Yann Ménétrier to the CEO position of OTP Garancia Insurance 
Ltd. after Mr. Ménétrier obtains the permission of the Hungarian Financial Supervisory 
Authority. Groupama SA supports Mr. Ménétrier’s nomination. It is intended that he will 
remain the CEO of OTP Garancia Insurance Ltd. after the change in the ownership of the 
company and he will lead Groupama’s Hungarian operation after the planned merge of OTP 
Garancia and Groupama Biztosító (Hungary). 
 
OTP Bank and Groupama SA announced on 11 February 2008 that they signed agreements 
regarding the acquisition of OTP Garancia Insurance Ltd. by Groupama, a long term 
strategic bancassurance partnership and Groupama’s acquisition of a stake in OTP Bank. 
The acquisition has been approved by the European Commission and the Hungarian 
Financial Supervisory Authority. The approval process is still ongoing in the countries of OTP 
Garancia’s non-Hungarian subsidiaries. The transaction is expected to close in the third 
quarter of 2008. 
 
Mr. Utassy joined OTP Garancia as CEO in 1996. During his management OTP Garancia 
became the third largest insurance provider in Hungary based on the unique network of OTP 
Bank and the insurance firm. Under Mr. Utassy’s leadership the number of agents working 
with the company grew to 2,700. During the last twelve years OTP Garancia’s insurance 
premium income increased from HUF 5.5 billion to HUF 90 billion in 2007. The once loss 
making company delivered HUF 8.2 billion after-tax profit last year. Upon his resignation Mr. 
Utassy said: “I had the privilege to lead one of the fastest growing insurance companies in 
Hungary during a time when the insurance business emerged. I am very proud of our 
performance and I thank all my colleagues and partners for the effort they made in 
developing OTP Garancia. I think that OTP Group will hand over shortly an excellent platform 
from which Groupama will be able to exploit the future growth opportunities both in Hungary 
and the CEE region. I wish similar success to Mr. Ménétrier and my colleagues, who 
continue to work with the firm.” 
 



Mr. Ménétrier has twenty years experience in the insurance business and has worked for 
Groupama since 1988. Previously he had held leading positions at Credit Agricole for nine 
years. At Groupama Mr. Ménétrier worked as head of multi-channels distribution directorate 
of Groupama Centrale Caisse, played a leading role in the establishment of Groupama Bank 
and recently held the position of director of Property and Liability Insurance for Individuals 
and Professionals. Mr. Ménétrier said “I’m very proud to be appointed to this challenging role 
and I look forward to continuing the successful development of the company altogether with 
the team of great professionals who are the employees of OTP Garancia. I congratulate Mr. 
Utassy on the results obtained in the management of the company and I wish him the best 
success in his future tasks. I am also confident in the abilities of the OTP Garancia’s teams 
to continue offering their customers value added and competitive products. In this way, I am 
sure we will be able, with the mobilization of each of us, to contribute significantly to the 
profitable international growth of Groupama.” 
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